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ABSTRACT
It is well-known that the light curve of a transiting planet contains information about the planet’s orbital period
and size relative to the host star. More recently, it has been demonstrated that a tight constraint on an individual
planet’s eccentricity can sometimes be derived from the light curve via the “photoeccentric effect,” the effect of
a planet’s eccentricity on the shape and duration of its light curve. This has only been studied for large planets
and high signal-to-noise scenarios, raising the question of how well it can be measured for smaller planets or low
signal-to-noise cases. We explore the limits of the photoeccentric effect over a wide range of planet parameters. The
method hinges upon measuring g directly from the light curve, where g is the ratio of the planet’s speed (projected
on the plane of the sky) during transit to the speed expected for a circular orbit. We find that when the signal-to-noise
in the measurement of g is <10, the ability to measure eccentricity with the photoeccentric effect decreases. We
develop a “rule of thumb” that for per-point relative photometric uncertainties σ = {10−3, 10−4, 10−5}, the critical
values of the planet–star radius ratio are Rp/R ≈ {0.1, 0.05, 0.03} for Kepler-like 30 minute integration times.
We demonstrate how to predict the best-case uncertainty in eccentricity that can be found with the photoeccentric
effect for any light curve. This clears the path to study eccentricities of individual planets of various sizes in the
Kepler sample and future transit surveys.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Some planets orbit their stars with fortuitous alignments
such that their eclipses can be observed from the Earth. These
transiting exoplanets provide a wealth of information about the
physical characteristics of planets outside our solar system. The
time interval between successive transit events reveals the orbital
period, and the depth of the transit as seen in a photometric
time series—the light curve—gives a measure of the planet’s
radius, assuming that the stellar radius is known (Seager &
Malle´n-Ornelas 2003; Winn 2011; Seager & Lissauer 2011).
In addition to the primary transit event, a secondary eclipse
can also be observed when the planet passes behind the star
from the observer’s vantage point. If this occurs, there is a
smaller dip when the light of the planet is blocked by the star,
and the depth of the secondary eclipse provides a measure of
the planet’s equilibrium temperature or albedo, depending on
the wavelength of observation (Rowe et al. 2008; Charbonneau
et al. 2005). Between eclipse events, phase variations can be
observed as different portions of the bright surface of the planet
are visible to the observer (e.g., Knutson et al. 2007; Rowe et al.
2008; Crossfield et al. 2010)
Traditionally, information about a transiting planet’s orbit
beyond its period, orbital phase, and inclination relative to the
sky plane were thought to be the domain of follow-up radial
velocity (RV) measurements. Specifically, a planet’s eccentricity
can be readily obtained through time series measurements of
the star’s reflex motion, in which the planet’s eccentricity is
manifest as a departure from a purely sinusoidal variation
(e.g., Wright & Howard 2009). However, highly precise RV
measurements require high-resolution spectroscopy, which is
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expensive in terms of observing time given the faintness of most
transiting exoplanetary systems, particularly those discovered
by the NASA Kepler Mission (e.g., Borucki et al. 2011; Batalha
et al. 2013), which have typical magnitudes fainter than V ≈ 12
(Brown et al. 2011). Even using the world’s largest telescopes
that have precision RV spectrometers such as Keck/HIRES
and HARPS-North (Howard et al. 2013; Pepe et al. 2013), RV
follow-up is only practical for a very small fraction of the more
than 3500 Kepler Objects of Interest (KOIs).
Fortunately, there is an alternative method of measuring a
transiting planet’s eccentricity using information encoded in
the transit light curve (Barnes 2007; Burke 2008; Ford et al.
2008; Kipping et al. 2012; Kipping 2014). The eccentricity of a
planet’s orbit has several observable effects on the transit light
curve, and the most notable is a deviation in the duration of
a planet’s transit compared to an identical planet on a circular
orbit of the same period. Wang & Ford (2011) and Moorhead
et al. (2011) considered this observable in a statistical sample
of planets to derive the underlying distribution of eccentricity
(see also Kane et al. 2012 and Plavchan et al. 2014). Ford
et al. (2008) outlined how the eccentricity could potentially
be constrained for individual systems, and Kipping et al.
(2012) used Multibody Asterodensity Profiling to constrain the
eccentricities of planets in systems with multiple transiting
planets. Dawson & Johnson (2012) recently demonstrated
that the duration and shape deviations, which they called the
“photoeccentric effect,” can be used on individual transiting
exoplanets using a Bayesian statistical approach to marginalize
over the unknown argument of periastron (alignment of the
orbit along the line of sight). Their approach takes advantage of
the difference in stellar density derived from the transit light
curve assuming a circular orbit, ρcirc, and the “true” stellar
density, ρ, informed by spectroscopy, stellar isochrons, and/or
asteroseismology. Dawson & Johnson (2012) showed that the
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photoeccentric effect can effectively measure the eccentricities
of highly eccentric, giant planets, even when stellar density is
only loosely constrained. Their findings agree well with RV
measurements (e.g., Dawson et al. 2014).
Dawson & Johnson (2012) focused on Jupiter-sized planets
because such transits have high signal-to-noise and eccentric-
ities could be verified by subsequent RV measurements. Until
now, the question of how well the photoeccentric effect could be
used to measure the eccentricities of smaller planets has been left
open; for small planets, RV measurements may be expensive or
altogether impractical to obtain. Here, we explore the limits of
the photoeccentric effect for smaller planets and cases of lower
transit signal-to-noise ratio (S/Nt ; defined by Equation (15))
using analytic and numerical techniques. In Section 2.2, we
introduce our analytic formalism; we go on to discuss the nu-
merical calculations involved in Section 2.3. In Section 3, we
discuss our findings. We give examples of applying the photoec-
centric effect to planets with low S/Nt in Section 4. Finally, we
discuss the implications of these results in Section 5.
2. METHODS
For a planet on a circular orbit with a given orbital period
transiting its host star with a given impact parameter, the total
transit duration and the timescale of ingress/egress are set by
the relative size of the planet’s semimajor axis a and the radius
of the host star R. This is encoded in the scaled semimajor
axis, a/R, which is a parameter of the transit that can be
measured directly from the light curve. Using Newton’s version
of Kepler’s third law, the scaled semimajor axis can be related
to the mean stellar density such that ρ ∝ (a/R)3 (Seager &
Malle´n-Ornelas 2003).
For a planet on an eccentric orbit, the planet will transit its
star on a timescale that is typically different than that of a planet
with the same period but on a circular orbit. This will yield
a transit-derived stellar density that usually differs from the
true stellar density. Following Dawson & Johnson (2012), we
define a parameter g, which encodes the discrepancy between
the stellar density measured from the transit light curve when
a circular orbit is assumed, ρcirc, and the “true” mean value of
stellar density, ρ as
ρ = g(e, ω)−3ρcirc. (1)
Ultimately, it is the uncertainty in g, denoted by σg , that deter-
mines the level of confidence with which e can be measured
using the photoeccentric effect. The uncertainty in g measured
from a high S/Nt transit around a spectroscopically character-
ized star might be estimated on the order of 10% (e.g., as was
the case for KOI-1474; Dawson et al. 2014). We expect that
σg/g increases dramatically in lower S/Nt regimes, in accor-
dance with the increase in the uncertainties of the light curve
parameters (Price & Rogers 2014).
Our goal is to quantify how the uncertainty in the eccentricity
behaves in different S/Nt regimes than have been investigated
before. We first review how g is related to planet transit
parameters, then estimate the precision σg with which g can be
measured in different scenarios, before relating σg to constraints
on the planet orbital eccentricity.
2.1. Analytic Expression for g
Working from Kipping (2010) Equations (30) and (31), and
following Dawson & Johnson (2012), we express the full
transit duration (first to fourth contact, T14) and totality duration
(second to third contact, T23) as
T14/23 = P
π
(1 − e2)3/2
(1 + e sin ω)2
× arcsin
⎡
⎢⎢⎣
√
(1 + / − δ1/2)2 −
(
a
R
)2 (
1−e2
1+e sin ω
)2
cos2 i(
a
R
) (
1−e2
1+e sin ω
)
sin i
⎤
⎥⎥⎦ ,
(2)
where P is the orbital period, e is the eccentricity, ω is the
argument of periastron, i is the inclination, a/R is the scaled
semimajor axis, and δ ≡ (Rp/R)2 is the squared scaled planet
radius. Combining the two equations and applying the small
angle approximation (which we discuss in Section 5.3), we can
express this formula with the observables on the right-hand side:
a
R
g(e, ω) sin i = 2δ
1/4P
π
√
T 214 − T 223
, (3)
where
g(e, ω) = 1 + e sin ω√
1 − e2 . (4)
Substituting the Dawson & Johnson (2012) Equation (7)
definition of ρcirc, setting T14 = T + τ and T23 = T − τ , and
approximating sin i = 1, we can express g in terms of transit
depth δ, transit duration T, ingress/egress duration τ , orbital
period P, and true stellar density ρ, as
g =
(
δ1/4√
T τ
)(
3P
Gπ2ρ
)1/3
, (5)
where the δ, T, and τ parameterization of the transit light curve
is described in Carter et al. (2008).
2.2. Analytic Prediction for σg
When the photoeccentric effect is applied in practice, the
probability distribution of g for a given planet will be ob-
tained from a numerical fit to the transit light curve (see, e.g.,
Section 4). This fitting process can be computationally demand-
ing, however. To develop intuition for the behavior of σg and to
explore a wide range of planet scenarios, we estimate the uncer-
tainty on g using a Fisher information analysis and propagation
of errors.
To estimate the uncertainty on g, we assume that δ, T, and
τ are normally distributed random variables, following the
prescription of Carter et al. (2008). Furthermore, we assume
that P is known to arbitrarily high precision and that ρ is also
a normally distributed random variable. Then, we analytically
determine the variance of g as
σ 2g =
(
∂g
∂ρ
)2
σ 2ρ +
∑
i
∑
j
Ci,j
∂g
∂pi
∂g
∂pj
, (6)
where Ci,j is the (i, j ) element of the covariance matrix given by
Equations (16) and (17) in Price & Rogers (2014) and {p} is the
set of parameters {tc, δ, τ, T , f0}, with tc the time of midtransit
and f0 the out-of-transit flux level. Equation (6) may break down
in some regimes, however, specifically at small values of T and
τ ; we discuss non-Gaussian distributions of g in Section 5.2.
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Figure 1. Credible interval of eccentricity e as a function of g and σg , measured
numerically by rejection sampling of the posterior pdf, and assuming that gˆ
is a normally distributed variable: gˆ ∼ N (g, σg). Here we do not include the
constraint that the planet cannot intersect the star (Equation (12)); including it
slightly improves the precision of the eccentricity measurement (smaller σe),
particularly for small values of a/R. The dashed line indicates σg/g = 10%;
at larger values of the relative uncertainty, the uncertainty in e increases.
2.3. Relating σg to σe
We apply Bayes’ theorem to express the joint posterior
distribution of e and ω conditioned on the available data,
D, as
P (e, ω|D) ∝
∫
P (D|g) P (g|e, ω) P (e, ω) dg. (7)
Here, the data, D, includes the transit light curve and the
observations used to characterize the star. For the purposes of the
photoeccentric effect, this data can be distilled into a likelihood
function for g, P (D|g). We denote the value of g measured from
the light curve by gˆ, to distinguish it from the unique true value
of g for the planet system. We assume, like Dawson & Johnson
(2012), that gˆ is a normally distributed random variable with
standard deviation σg centered on the true value of g:
P (D|g) ≡ P (gˆ|g) = N (g, σg). (8)
We also express the probability of g conditioned on the eccen-
tricity and argument of periastron,
P (g|e, ω) = δˆ
(
g − 1 + e sin ω√
1 − e2
)
, (9)
where δˆ is the Dirac delta function. For any (e, ω) pair, then, we
may calculate the likelihood P (gˆ|e, ω) using
P (gˆ|e, ω) =
∫
P (gˆ|g)P (g|e, ω)dg (10)
= 1
σg
√
2π
exp
(
− [g(e, ω) − gˆ]
2
2σ 2g
)
. (11)
The transit probability combined with the condition that the
planet’s orbit cannot intersect the star describes our prior
expectations of e and ω,
P (e, ω) ∝
{R
a
1+e sin ω
1−e2 , a(1 − e) > R
0, a(1 − e)  R
. (12)
We can marginalize the posterior probability, the product of the
likelihood and prior probabilities, over ω to obtain a posterior
distribution on eccentricity alone:
P (e|gˆ) =
∫
P (e, ω|gˆ)dω ∝
∫
P (gˆ|e, ω)P (e, ω) dω. (13)
We solve this integral numerically to find σe, which we define as
half the shortest interval that encloses 68.3% of the area under
the curve P (e|gˆ) on its domain e ∈ [0, 1). Note, however, that e
will not be normally distributed; we use σe not as the symmetric
width of a normal distribution, but as a way of expressing the
confidence interval of e using a widely recognized symbol.
3. RESULTS
Under the assumption that gˆ is a normally distributed variable
with mean g and uncertainty σg , σe can be estimated directly
because the uncertainties from the light curve parameters are
folded into σg . Given g and σg , we calculate a probability for any
(e, ω) pair and then marginalize over ω. In Figure 1 we measure
the resulting value of σe as a function of g and the logarithm of
its relative uncertainty log10
(
σg/g
)
. We expect that larger σg/g
should result in larger values of σe, and this is what we observe.
However, we also notice that values of g far from unity generally
result in smaller values of σe for the same relative uncertainty, so
the photoeccentric effect may be applied even in low S/Nt cases
when e is large. We also observe that lower values of σe can be
obtained when g = 1; this occurs when e = 0 or for appropriate
combinations of e and ω. We understand this feature to be a
result of the regime transition from g > 1 to g < 1, at which
point the shape of the posterior probability distribution in the e,
ω plane changes. Finally, our results suggest a “rule of thumb”
that when σg/g > 0.1, or equivalently when the signal-to-noise
in the measurement of g, S/Ng , is <10, the ability to measure
eccentricity with the photoeccentric effect deteriorates.
We have found that the assumption g(e, ω) ∼ N (g, σg) can
break down at small S/Nt (see Section 5.2), so we give several
representative, idealized measurements of σe in Figure 2 by
calculating the distribution of g numerically and parameterizing
in terms of variables for which astronomers have better intuition.
We assume that δ, T, and τ are normally distributed with the
variances and covariances predicted for binned light curves by
Price & Rogers (2014), and we use Equation (5) to calculate
a distribution of g from these distributions. We also assume
the orbital period P and stellar density ρ = ρ	 are known to
absolute precision for simplicity, making this prediction a lower
bound on the uncertainty in e. Again, e is better constrained
when eccentricity is large. In all cases, there is a “critical” value
of Rp/R below which σe sharply increases, and the critical
value is a function of all the transit parameters.
We perform numerical experiments estimating the posterior
from synthetic light curves using Markov Chain Monte Carlo
(MCMC) to support our predictions. We fit synthetic, Mandel
& Agol (2002) light curves on a Kepler-like four-year time
baseline with both the Carter et al. (2008) trapezoidal model
and the Mandel & Agol quadratically limb-darkened model,
for which we use a Python adaptation of the Eastman et al.
(2013) EXOFAST code. Our fitting procedure uses the Python
emcee module’s affine-invariant ensemble sampler (Foreman-
Mackey et al. 2013, proposed by Goodman & Weare 2010),
resulting in 3 × 104 posterior distribution samples. In the case
of the Mandel & Agol fit, we fit in terms of the Carter et al.
trapezoidal parameters, transforming to the physical parameters
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Figure 2. Photoeccentric effect applied to representative cases of orbital period P and per-point relative photometric uncertainty σ for various values of Rp/R
and a Kepler-like four-year time baseline; different colors correspond to different values of eccentricity while individual lines represent different values of the
impact parameter b. We assume a precisely known stellar density such that σρ = 0. For low photometric precision and small Rp/R, the eccentricity posterior is
prior-dominated, which results in a measurement of moderate precision but low accuracy. As the posterior becomes dominated by the likelihood, the uncertainty
increases slightly and then decreases as the prior has less influence on the posterior. Dashed lines indicate that (a/R)2 < (2/3) (1 + e)3 / (1 − e)3, in which case the
condition of Kipping (2014) Equation (B14) certainly fails (see Section 5.3 for a discussion of the approximations that can break down in this analysis). We also plot
the width of the prior distribution (marginalized over ω), the value to which we expect the uncertainty in e to asymptote in the limit of completely uninformative data,
in dash-dot lines. See Appendices A and B for discussions of the small and large Rp/R limits.
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Figure 3. We test the validity of the numerical predictions shown in Figure 2, which are shown here as gray lines, by performing MCMC fits to synthetic transit
light curves. We assume a relative photometric uncertainty of σ = 10−5 on each 30 minute integrated time point, which corresponds to the bottom row of panels in
Figure 2; individual lines indicate different values of the impact parameter. In our synthetic light curves, we choose b = 0.1, ω = π/2, and e = 0.3. Fitting with a
Carter et al. (2008) trapezoidal model (blue points) and a Mandel & Agol (2002) quadratically limb-darkened model (red crosses) yield similar results, even though
the predictions are based on a trapezoidal model.
to evaluate the model function because they are less correlated
than physically motivated parameters like a/R. We assume
a relative photometric uncertainty of σ = 10−5 on each 30
minute integrated time point, eccentricity e = 0.3, argument of
periastron ω = π/2, impact parameter b = 0.1, and stellar
density uncertainty σρ = 0 for the purposes of this test.
We find that our predictions are valid for both models (see
Figure 3).
4. EXAMPLE APPLICATIONS
We now turn to applying the photoeccentric effect to measure
the eccentricity of known transiting planets from their transit
light curves. Our aims are both to test the semi-analytic
estimates of σe by comparing the predictions to numerically
determined credible intervals for e, and to test the accuracy
of the photoeccentricity constraints in the low S/Nt regime by
comparing the photoeccentricities to the RV-measured e values.
These examples also serve to highlight the power and limitations
of photoeccentricities.
Given an arbitrary transit light curve, we use forward mod-
eling to generate the joint distribution of e and ω. We use a
Python adaptation of the Eastman et al. (2013) implementation
of the Mandel & Agol (2002) limb-darkened light curve model
to fit the light curve data in terms of the Carter et al. (2008)
trapezoidal shape parameters (which are less correlated than
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Figure 4. Two-dimensional posterior probability distribution P (e, ω) for HAT-
P-2b. The “true” values of e and ω measured by Pa´l et al. (2010), indicated
by a red cross, are allowed by this distribution with nonzero probability. The
high probabilities concentrated at large e are results of the prior, the transit
probability.
physically motivated parameters like a/R but which we trans-
form to the physical parameters to evaluate the model function)
and two limb darkening parameters q1 and q2 (Kipping 2013),
which transform to the Mandel & Agol (2002) parameters u1
and u2. We use the Python emcee module (Foreman-Mackey
et al. 2013) with 3 × 105 MCMC chain samples to perform
these fits. For each set of parameters in the chain, we calculate
an estimate of stellar density,
ρcirc = M + Mp4
3πR
3

≈ M4
3πR
3

= 3π
GP 2
(
a
R
)3
, (14)
which follows directly from Newton’s version of Kepler’s third
law (assuming a circular orbit and Mp 
 M). The parameter g
can be found from Equation (1) by drawing normally distributed
random samples from N (ρ, σρ ), where σρ is set by the
independent observational constraints on ρ.
We perform a second MCMC exploration in (e, ω, ρ) pa-
rameter space, using the observed distribution of ρcirc from pho-
tometry and the observed distribution of ρ from the literature;
we do not fit the light curve directly at this step but instead use
the posteriors from the circular fit. This yields posterior dis-
tributions of e and ω consistent with the parameters measured
assuming a circular orbit. This procedure is advantageous be-
cause it allows us to fit eccentricity separately from the light
curve shape parameters; fitting the shape parameters, e, and ω
together is computationally intensive. This step is also necessary
because the periapse distance constraint, Equation (12), depends
on a/R, which is not held fixed as in Section 3; instead, it is
a distribution, determined by the distribution of ρ. Marginal-
ization over the ω nuisance parameter, via Equation (13), and
marginalization over ρ allows us to solve for the credible inter-
val of e numerically.
4.1. HAT-P-2b = HD 147506
We fit the phase-folded photometry data of HAT-P-2b (P =
5.63 days) from Pa´l et al. (2010) with the model described
above. We measure the Carter et al. (2008) trapezoidal shape
parameters δ = 0.0052+0.00009−0.00009, T = 0.164+0.0007−0.0008 days, and
τ = 0.0129+0.0009−0.0009 days; we estimate the signal-to-noise ratio
to be δ/σδ ≈ 59. We adopt M = 1.308+0.088−0.078 M	 and
R = 1.506+0.13−0.096 R	 from Torres et al. (2008), derived from
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
e
0.0
0.5
1.0
1.5
2.0
2.5
3.0
P
(e
)
Figure 5. Posterior probability distribution P (e) for HAT-P-2b. The 68.3%
credible interval (red dashed lines), indicated around the median (solid red
line), does not enclose the measured value (indicated by an arrow), but the
posterior does not disallow high values of eccentricity.
stellar evolution models. From those values, we estimate ρ =
0.56 ± 0.14 g cm−3. This culminates in an estimate of e =
0.21+0.14−0.20, the 68.3% confidence interval around the median of
the distribution. The measurement used for Figure 2 predicts the
value of “σe” to be about 0.151, and we measure “σe” = 0.171
from the MCMC posterior. The full two-dimensional posterior
probability distribution P (e, ω) is shown in Figure 4, and the
marginalized posterior probability P (e) is shown in Figure 5.
The HAT-P-2b system exemplifies a case for which the
light curve is relatively uninformative about the eccentricity.
Pa´l et al. (2010) measured the eccentricity of HAT-P-2b to be
e = 0.5171 ± 0.0033; this RV e measurement falls outside the
68.3% credible interval for e derived from the photoeccentric
effect. Examining the two-dimensional posterior probability
distribution in Figure 4 reveals that there is nonzero probability
of the true value of eccentricity for ω ≈ π , and Pa´l et al. (2010)
measured ω = 185.◦22 ± 0.◦95 for this planet. Although outside
the 1σ confidence region, the true value for e lies within the
statistically allowed constraints of the marginalized posterior
distribution for e derived from our analysis.
4.2. GJ-436b
In our second application of the photoeccentric effect, we
focus on GJ 436b (P = 2.64 days, von Braun et al. 2012), a
Neptune-size planet on an eccentric orbit around an M dwarf
star. We fit the phase-folded photometry data for the transit of GJ
436b, as observed by the Spitzer Space Telescope on 2008 July
14 (see Knutson et al. 2011), with the Mandel & Agol (2002)
model. We measure the Carter et al. (2008) trapezoidal shape
parameters to be δ = 0.0071+0.0002−0.0002, T = 0.0333+0.0006−0.0004 days,
and τ = 0.0102+0.0007−0.0007 days, so we estimate the signal-to-
noise ratio as δ/σδ ≈ 30. We use an interferometric radius
measurement for the host star of GJ 436b from von Braun
et al. (2012), which gives R = 0.455 ± 0.018 R	. We
also obtain a mass estimate from Torres (2007), which gives
M = 0.452+0.014−0.012 M	, from J −K and MK . From these values,
we estimate a stellar density of ρ = 6.83 ± 0.846 g cm−3. We
measure e = 0.14+0.14−0.13 around the median of the distribution.
Thus our “σe” measured from the MCMC posterior is about
0.136, and the numerical measurement we use in for Figure 2
predicts 0.134. The full two-dimensional posterior probability
distribution P (e, ω) is shown in Figure 6, and the marginalized
posterior probability distribution P (e) is shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 6. Two-dimensional posterior probability distribution P (e, ω) for
GJ 436b. The values for e and ω measured by Maness et al. (2007), indi-
cated by a red cross, are allowed by this posterior. As seen before in the case
of HAT-P-2b, the high probabilities concentrated at high e are the result of the
prior imposed.
Maness et al. (2007) measured the eccentricity and argument
of periastron of GJ 436b to be e = 0.160 ± 0.019 and ω =
351◦ ±1.◦2. From the two-dimensional posterior in Figure 6, the
“true” values have nonzero probability. Furthermore, we are able
to recover e to within the credible interval after marginalizing
over ω, unlike the case of HAT-P-2b.
5. DISCUSSION
5.1. Scaling with Signal-to-noise
From Figure 2, we see that there is a rapid increase in σe as
Rp/R decreases; past this threshold, eccentricity is constrained
very poorly. We use the Gaudi et al. (2005) definition of total
transit signal-to-noise,
S/Nt = Q = N1/2p
(
δ
σ
)
, (15)
where Np is the total number of measurements during transit, δ
is the transit depth, and σ is the per-point uncertainty. Among
the cases shown in Figure 2, the upturn in σe occurs at a total
S/Nt between about 100 and 1000. To gain useful insights into a
planet’s eccentricity from a transit light curve alone, therefore,
a high S/Nt is needed. Planets included in the KOI catalog
will have a minimum S/Nt of 7.1 (Batalha et al. 2010; Borucki
et al. 2011), but useful eccentricity measurements will generally
require much higher S/Nt .
The signal-to-noise in g, S/Ng , is an increasing function of
Q, but due to the covariances between the transit observables, it
does not only depend on Q but also on the precise combination of
orbital properties. Since σe must be measured numerically from
the distribution of g, it is an even more complicated function of
Q. As a result, the dimension of the of the grid in Figure 2 is
not reduced when recast in terms of Q, and the location of the
“knee” in that figure spans a range of Q values.
The transit signal-to-noise at which the threshold occurs
depends on σ and other transit parameters, but this is to be
expected. The estimate that we use for the S/Nt does not
take into account the effects of finite exposure time, which
has a stronger effect on σe when Rp/R is small because
of shorter ingress/egress times (Price & Rogers 2014). The
total S/Nt of the detected transit also does not account for
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Figure 7. Posterior probability distribution P (e) for GJ 436b. The 68.3%
credible interval (red dashed lines), indicated around the median (solid red
line), encloses the measured value, indicated by an arrow.
the number of photometric points taken during ingress and
egress, but rather the entire transit; measuring τ helps reduce
the degeneracies between impact parameter, transit duration,
and Rp/R.
5.2. Non-Gaussian Distributions of g
In regimes of low signal-to-noise, our approximation that
g is a normally distributed variable (see Equation (11) and
Figure 1) may break down. Using the estimates of σδ , σT ,
and στ from Price & Rogers (2014), we see that small values
of Rp/R can yield distributions of T and τ (transit duration
and ingress/egress duration, respectively, from the trapezoidal
transit model), which include and are truncated at 0, since
negative durations would be unphysical. When we calculate g
using Equation (5) with distributions of δ, T, and τ , the resulting
distribution on g resembles a log-normal distribution because of
the vanishingly small denominator for some T and τ .
We encountered non-Gaussian g distributions at small Rp/R
in Figure 2 and in the example applications (Section 4). The
solution we developed was to calculate the distribution of g
non-parametrically (by linearly interpolating the probability
density function, pdf) instead of making the normally distributed
variable assumption.
5.3. Breakdown on Miscellaneous Approximations
In the derivations of Equation (3), we made the same
approximation as Dawson & Johnson (2012) and Kipping
(2010) in asserting that the quantity√
(1 + / − δ1/2)2 −
(
a(1−e)
R
)2 ( 1+e
1+e sin ω
)2
cos2 i(
a(1−e)
R
) ( 1+e
1+e sin ω
)
sin i
(16)
is small, which follows from the assumption that the arcsin
term itself is small. This assumption is violated when sin i is
small, which also invalidates the assumption made to obtain
Equation (5), the definition of g in terms of the light curve shape
parameters; to obtain that result, we assumed sin i ≈ 1, which
is true unless the planet both comes within just a few stellar
radii of its host during transit and has a large impact parameter.
When this approximation breaks down, i.e., when the separation
during transit divided by the stellar radius approaches unity,
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the photoeccentric effect as it is presented here will not apply.
Kipping (2014) derives the conservative condition
(a/R)2  23
(1 + e)3
(1 − e)3 (17)
(his Equation (35)) under which the sine small-angle approx-
imation and inverse sine small-angle approximation should be
valid. This condition should be checked, particularly for systems
with small orbital periods and large eccentricities.
By parameterizing Equation (5) in terms of the Carter et al.
(2008) trapezoidal light curve parameters, we have implicitly
assumed a symmetric transit shape. While this parameterization
is suitable for the error analysis in Section 2.2, we could more
accurately use T14 and T23 as the times between first and fourth
contacts and second and third contacts, respectively.
Since the parameter g is the ratio of the planet’s velocity
during transit to the velocity assuming e = 0, it is necessary
to approximate the in-transit velocity as being constant across
the stellar disk. We note that this approximation breaks down
for planets with long transit durations (compared to the orbital
period).
Finally, both the error analysis of Price & Rogers (2014) and
the Markov Chain Monte Carlo fits we have performed assume
flat priors on the trapezoidal light curve parameters. We have
held to this assumption for self-consistency. Assuming different
priors on these parameters or flat priors on more physically
motivated parameters would change the expected value of σe,
for example, given a particular set of orbit parameters. This
effect should be most important in a prior-dominated regime,
however, and the location of the increase in Rp/R should be
relatively insensitive to the prior used.
For a discussion of the effects of blending, spots, and transit
timing variations (TTVs) on measuring eccentricity, we refer
the reader to Kipping (2014).
6. SUMMARY
We present here analytic and numeric approximations for how
well the photoeccentric effect may be applied in various signal-
to-noise regimes, taking into account other transit parameters,
such as orbital period. The method we present generally works
best for very small and very large eccentricities; intermediate
values of eccentricity often result in wide posterior probability
distributions that do not allow eccentricity to be constrained as
well. When the signal-to-noise in the measurement of g, S/Ng , is
<10, the ability to measure eccentricity with the photoeccentric
effect decreases significantly. The uncertainty on eccentricity
increases monotonically with decreasing transit signal-to-noise,
S/Nt , until a critical value, at which the posterior becomes un-
informative. This value depends on multiple orbital parameters,
including the orbital period and impact parameter, in addition
to the signal-to-noise ratio, as shown in Figure 2. Based on this
figure, we develop a “rule of thumb” that for per-point relative
photometric uncertainties σ = {10−3, 10−4, 10−5}, the critical
values of planet–star radius ratio are Rp/R ≈ {0.1, 0.05, 0.03}
for Kepler-like 30 minute integration times.
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APPENDIX A
ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR OF σe FOR SMALL Rp/R
In the limit of small Rp/R, we assume that g is so poorly
constrained that the distribution of e reduces to that of the prior.
That is, P (D|e) ∝ 1, so
P (e|D) ∝ P (D|e)P (e) ∝ P (e) (A1)
and the posterior distribution becomes, if the transit probability
is imposed as a prior,
P (e|D) ∝
{
1+e sin ω
1−e2 , a(1 − e) > R
0, a(1 − e)  R
. (A2)
The uncertainty in e is just the measurement of the width
of the prior, which must be done numerically. The value of
the uncertainty in this regime depends only on the scaled
semimajor axis a/R, which sets the maximum allowed value
of e.
APPENDIX B
ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR OF σe FOR LARGE Rp/R
We now turn to explaining the asymptotic behavior of σe in
the limit of large Rp/R. We begin with Bayes’ theorem, to
write the posterior probability of e as
P (e|D) =
∫
P (e, ω|D)dω
∝
∫ ∫
P (D|g)P (g|e, ω)P (e, ω) dg dω. (B1)
When the S/Ng ratio is large (i.e., when σg → 0), we
approximate
P (D|g) = N (g, σg) ≈ δˆ(gˆ − g), (B2)
where gˆ is the value of g measured from the transit data, and δˆ
is the Dirac delta function. We also express
P (g|e, ω) = δˆ
(
g − 1 + e sin ω√
1 − e2
)
(B3)
to obtain
P (e|D) ∝
∫ ∫
δˆ(gˆ − g)δˆ
(
g − 1 + e sin ω√
1 − e2
)
P (e, ω) dg dω
(B4)
=
∫
δˆ
(
gˆ − 1 + e sin ω√
1 − e2
)
P (e, ω) dω. (B5)
At this point in the proof, we use the composition rule for
δˆ functions. The argument of the δˆ has simple zeroes at
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ω1 = sin−1((gˆ
√
1 − e2 − 1)/e) and ω2 = π − sin−1
((gˆ√1 − e2 − 1)/e), so we can write it as
δˆ(f (ω)) =
∑
i
δˆ(ω − ωi)
|f ′(ωi)| (B6)
=
∑
i
δˆ(ω − ωi)
[
2gˆ√
1 − e2 − (1 + gˆ
2)
]−1/2
. (B7)
The posterior pdf of eccentricity is then
P (e|D) ∝
∫ ∑
i
δˆ(ω − ωˆi)
×
[
2gˆ√
1 − e2 − (1 + gˆ
2)
]−1/2
P (e, ω) dω. (B8)
Assuming flat priors on e and ω, P (e, ω) ∝ 1, the pdf becomes
P (e|D) ∝
[
2gˆ√
1 − e2 − (1 + gˆ
2)
]−1/2
. (B9)
We could alternatively use the transit probability as a prior on e
and ω,
P (e, ω) ∝ 1 + e sin ω
1 − e2 ∝
g√
1 − e2 , (B10)
in which case the pdf is
P (e|D) ∝
(
gˆ√
1 − e2
)[
2gˆ√
1 − e2 − (1 + gˆ
2)
]−1/2
. (B11)
These analytic pdfs qualitatively agree with a numerically
integrated joint (e, ω) posterior as σg → 0.
A functional form of both cdfs can be calculated as well, to
normalize P (e|D) and to calculate σe. The cumulative distribu-
tion functions (cdfs) contain elliptic integrals, however, which
make them less informative for building intuition from analytic
expressions yet computationally favorable for calculating the
integrals numerically.
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